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Ontology mapping, alignment, and translation has been an active research
component of the general research on semantic integration and interoperability.
In our talk, we gave our own classification of different topics in this research. We
talked about types of heterogeneity between ontologies, various mapping rep-
resentations, classified methods for discovering methods both between ontology
concepts and data, and talked about various tasks where mappings are used. In
this extended abstract of our talk, we provide an annotated bibliography for this
area of research, giving readers brief pointers on representative papers in each
of the topics mentioned above. We did not attempt to compile a comprehen-
sive bibliography and hence the list in this abstract is necessarily incomplete.
Rather, we tried to sketch a map of the field, with some specific reference to
help interested readers in their exploration of the work to-date.
1 Survey Articles
For more detailed descriptions and bibliography of the field we refer the readers
to several recently published surveys:
– The survey of methods for automatic schema matching by Rahm and Bern-
stein [Rahm and Bernstein, 2001] is probably the most detailed map of dif-
ferent approaches to automatic mapping discovery up to 2001.
– A new (and much more brief survey) of the semantic-integration work in the
database community by Doan and Halevy [Doan and Halevy, 2005] will be
published in one of the upcoming issues of the AI Magazine.1
– On the ontology side, Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer
[Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer, 2003b] provide an extremely comprehen-
sive review of the state-of-the-art of ontology mapping.
– If you are looking for a brief review of ontology-based approaches to semantic
integration, a survey by Noy [Noy, 2004] may provide just that.
– One of the deliverables for the European KnowledgeWeb project
[Bouquet et al., 2004] also provides a detailed overview of mostly European
projects on semantic integration.
The rest of this annotated bibliography is structured around the topics that
we have outlined in the beginning of this section.
1 At the time of this writing, the paper is not publicly available yet. Please contact us
or the authors directly for a copy.
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2 Classifications of Heterogeneity
There has been some work on analyzing and classifying different types of mis-
match between representation. Most of this work is targeted at database hetero-
geneity: [Kim and Seo, 1991,Kashyan and Sheth, 1996,Goh, 1997]. In his PhD
thesis Wache compares and integrates these classifications into a common model
[Wache, 2004]. Only newer approaches also look at heterogeneities occurring in
different ontologies [Visser et al., 1998,Klein, 2001]. Most of these classifications
distinguish between different levels of heterogeneity, often between syntactic,
structural and semantic heterogeneities. For the case of ontologies, the aspect
of having to deal with logical language of different expressiveness adds compli-
cations whereas work in the data area mostly assumes the entity relationship
model to be the common frame of reference.
3 Representing Mappings
Different representations of mappings have been proposed recently. We can dis-
tinguish between approaches that have a different purpose in use:
Frameworks: Several researchers have proposed frameworks for describing
mappings on an abstract level. These frameworks try to capture general
aspects of mappings, often independent of a particular encoding language or
an intended use.
– Calvanese and others [Calvanese et al., 2001] describe a framework for
mapping ontologies that is motivated by their previous work on database
integration. The framework is based on the traditional database integra-
tion architecture with a global and several local models and re-applies
common database notions like the GAV and LAV approach to integra-
tion.
– The work of Madhavan and others[Madhavan et al., 2002] is also inspired
by the database integration problem but allows more flexible architec-
tures than the Calvanese paper. The general framework consists of some
core definitions and a number of reasoning problems that are illustrated
in the relational framework.
– In the context of the European Network KwowledgeWeb a general frame-
work for the representation of mappings between semantic models has
been developed [Bouquet et al., 2004]. The framework in intentionally
independent of a particular representation language and only defines
different types and elements of mappings.
Terminological Reasoning The ability to reason about the content of an on-
tology has been identified as an important tool for ontological engineer-
ing. Consequently, mapping representations that allow to perform reasoning
across the mapped ontologies have been proposed.
– In the context of the i•com tool for conceptual modelling Franconi and
Ng described the use of subsumption axioms in the DLR description
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logic to specify mapping between different conceptual database schemata
[Franconi and Ng, 2000]. The tool automatically verifies mappings intro-
duced by the user using satisfiability checking in DLR.
– Stuckenschmidt and Klein introduce the notion of modular ontologies
in terms of description logic models connected by conjunctive queries
[Stuckenschmidt and Klein, 2003]. The semantics of the mappings is
based on distributed description logics and allows to infer subsumption
relations between concepts based on their mappings to other modules.
– Bouquet and others extend the Web Ontology Language with explicit
notions of mappings [Bouquet et al., 2003]. As the modular ontology ap-
proach, the resulting language C-OWL is based on distributed descrip-
tion logics and allows to connect complex OWL expressions in different
ontologies in a loose way. A completely distributed reasoning procedure
can be used to perform typical description logic reasoning.
– In the OntoMerge system [Dou et al., 2002], authors use a general-
purpose inference engine to enable translation between mapped ontolo-
gies. In OntoMerge the correspondence between two ontologies is ex-
pressed as a set of bridging axioms relating classes and properties of
the two source ontologies. The two source ontologies, together with the
bridging axioms are then treated as a single theory by a theorem prover
optimized for ontology-translation task.
Data Transformation In many domains, ontologies are used to structure in-
formation. Exchanging information between sources that apply this kind of
structuring requires a transformation of the data to fit the structures in the
other source.
– Omelayenko introduces a model for specifying relations between hetero-
geneous RDF schema models for the purpose of data transformation
in e-Commerce [Omelayenko, 2002]. The idea is to construct a separate
RDF model that defines the relations in terms of so-called bridges. These
bridges are accompanied by transformations that execute the translation.
– Maedche and others [Maedche et al., 2002] describe an approach that is
very similar to the one of Omelayenko. They also define ’bridges’ between
elements of the different models and add transformation descriptions. As
in the work of Omelayenko, the semantics of the bridges is only specified
in terms of an RDf schema.
– The mapping ontology by Crube´zy and colleagues
[Crube´zy and Musen, 2003] defines the structure of specific map-
pings and the transformation functions to transfer instances from one
ontology to another. This ontology can then be used by tools to perform
the transformations. The ontology provides different ways of linking
concepts from the source ontology to the target ontology, transformation
rules to specify how values should be changed, and conditions and
effects of such rules.
– A more formal approach to the data translation problem is reported
by [Dou et al., 2002]. Here integration is achieved by creating a merged
model that consists of both ontologies plus a set of type mapping rules
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and first order logic axioms that define the relation between the two
models.
Query Processing Answering structured queries is one of the most intensively
investigated tasks. The use of an ontology to structure and describe data can
support this task. With respect to mappings, the problem of querying across
sources with different ontologies has been addressed recently.
– A early approach that addresses the problem querying mul-
tiple sources with different ontologies is summarized in
[Mena and Illarramendi, 2001]. The authors propose the use of
linguistic relations between class names from different description
logic ontologies. These relations are used to translate query terms and
estimate the amount of information lost during translation.
– In [Serafini et al., 2003] the authors argue that the global schema as-
sumptions of traditional database integration approaches in inadequate
for decentralized information systems. They propose the local relational
model for connecting different databases for the purpose of query pro-
cessing using local model semantics and limited first order axioms for
specifying semantic relations between models.
– The approach described in [Franconi et al., 2004] is very similar to the
local relational model. It uses many of its ideas like the local model
semantics and the use of coordination axioms, but restrict them to dat-
alog. Using this restriction they discuss a number of reasoning tasks and
formal properties.
4 Mapping Discovery
One of the most active areas of research in ontology alignment is the automatic
and semi-automatic mapping discovery. The KnowledgeWeb deliverable men-
tioned earlier [Bouquet et al., 2004] provides details about many of these tools.
In this annotated bibliography we categorize the tools based on the type of
information they employ in their algorithms.
The first class of tools deals with the case where the two ontologies to be
mapped share a common reference ontology. Several upper ontologies, such as
SUMO [Niles and Pease, 2001] and DOLCE [Gangemi et al., 2003] are devel-
oped specifically for the goal of facilitating knowledge sharing. Gru¨ninger and
Kopena propose an approach to ontology integration that is based specifically
on the idea of a shared interlingua [Gru¨ninger and Kopena, 2003].
When a shared ontology is not available, mapping-discovery tools use other
types of information: lexical and structural information, user input, external
resources, or prior matches.
The tools developed by Hovy and colleagues [Hovy, 1998] are probably the
most representative of the tools using lexical information, such as concept
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names and definitions, their lexical structure, distance between strings, and so
on.
The majority of tools for ontology mapping use some sort of structural or
definitional information to discover new mappings. This information includes
such elements as subclass–superclass relationships, domains and ranges of
properties, analysis of the graph structure of the ontology, and so on. Some of
the tools in this category include IF-Map [Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer, 2003a],
QOM [Ehrig and Staab, 2004], Similarity Flooding [Melnik et al., 2002], and
the Prompt tools [Noy and Musen, 2003,Noy and Musen, 2004].
User input is another important source of information. Most researchers
believe that completely automatic ontology mapping is beyond our reach
and therefore some user interaction is required. This interaction may include
seeding the mapping algorithm with initial set of matching pairs, verifying the
matches that an algorithm produces, or configuring the specific matchers used
[Noy and Musen, 2003,McGuinness et al., 2000,Mitra et al., 2000].
Many external sources available in electronic form, provide useful informa-
tion for mapping discovery. The S-match algorithm [Giunchiglia et al., 2004],
for instance, uses annotations from WordNet to help in finding mappings.
Other type of information outside the ontologies themselves are prior
matches. Matching is laborious and error-prone process, and once ontology
mappings are discovered, it may be a good idea to use these verified map-
pings in order to find new ones. One architecture for using prior mappings
is peer-to-peer: given mappings between ontologies A and B and ontologies
B and C, we can combine these mappings to find the mapping between
A and C. Several researchers studies mapping composition in this setting
[Kementsietsidis et al., 2003,Madhavan and Halevy, 2003]. In the next stage,
one can imagine a network of ontologies and mappings available between
some of them. Again, given two ontologies in this network, one could find
different paths of existing mappings and combine them to produce the required
one. The Semantic gossiping framework [Aberer et al., 2003] takes this approach.
Another architecture for using prior mappings is to use them as a corpus
for machine-learning approaches. In this setting, given a large number of
schemas and mappings, one could collect statistics on commonly matching
terms. distribution of mappings, and so on and use this information to create a
mapping between two previously unseen ontologies [Madhavan et al., 2005].
Matching ontologies, however, is only one thrust of mapping-discovery meth-
ods. Recently, researchers gave considerable attention to efforts in matching
data elements: The task of data matching is the task of discovering whether
two data elements refer to the same real-life object. Some of the represen-
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tative examples of work in this area include using probabilistic models to
match citations [Pasula et al., 2003] and using external sources to match objects
[Michalowski et al., 2004]
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